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A. ORGANIZATION

1. The fifth meeting of the Conference of African ministers of Transport, -T

Conmunications and Flanning was held at Harare, Ziiribabwe, on 10 and 11 March 1986

at the invitation of the Government of the Republic of 3imbabwe.

B. ATTENDMCE AND PARTICIPATION .: -,.

2. Representatives of the following States members of the Economic Commission

for '&£rlcf f)articipated in the meetings Algeria, Benin, Botswana, Burkina,Faso,

■Cameroon,' 'Sgypt, Ethiopia, Gabon, the Ganibia, Guinea, Kenya, Liberia, the Ubyan

Arab Jamahiriya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, l-torocco,-Mozambique-, I*feuritania, Nigeria,
Rwanda,, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan, Swaziland, Tunisia, the United Republic of
Tanzania, Uganda, Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe. France and Sweden participated in

the meeting as observers/ . K

3. The Conference was also attended by representatives of the following bodies

and specialised agencies of the United Nations: the United Nations Conference on

Trade and Development (UNCTAD), the United Nations Developrent Programme (UNPP),
the United Nations Department of Technical Co-operation for Development (DTCD), the

World itiod Programme (WFP), the International Labour Organization AIIO), the .Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (F^Q), the United Nations ;

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the International Civil

Aviation Organization (ICVO) f:tlie International Bank for Reconstruction and .

^Development (IBRD)., the Universal Postal Union <UPU), the International Tele-

ccranunication Union (ITU)i', and the1 International^ !Maritiii3e Organization

4. The. following intergovernmental organizations were also represented: the

Organization of African Unity (QAD), the African Airlines Association (AFJRA&).>

the African' Civil Aviation Commission (AFCAC)1,1 the .African Developmant Bank {

the Banquet Ouest-Africaine de Developpement (BO\D), the Central African Customs and

Economic Union (UDEnc), -die Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAR),

the iritiernationaX Poad Federation (IFF), the Ministerial Conference of West and
Central African States on Jyiaritime Transport (KE?30a^^R) ,■ the Pan-African .

iteiecCTrrnunications Unior: (PAUT) /the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and

Southern African States ■(PT7l), tne Southern African transport and Cornmunications

Conmission (SATCC) and the Trans-African Highway Authority (T^HA).

CP . . OPENlkGOF ^lE iyfelNG • " . ; t

5. As the outgoing Chairman of the Conference-6f /African Ministers of ;Transport,

Communications and Planning, the Minister o¥ Transport of■ Guinea thanked, on behalf

of _all the delegations, the Government and people of! Sdinbabwe for the hospitality

extended to all participants and the Economic Commission for 'Africa for the

excellent .organization of the meetingi ■ -:.:-.

6. He said that although before the Decade was proclaimed African countries were

already iitplementing national projects in-all fields, the Conference of African
Ministers of Transport, O^trounications and Planning had the advantage of being both

.,a m^ctiine^y fo:r prbtroting the infrastructures^ required for ths. development, of African

countries 'and a body which afforded "African Transport, Coiiriunicaticins'.and Planning

officials ^he. opportunity to hold regular consultations at the highest lemband
strengthen the ties of cO-operation and friendship among their countariesV.
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7. After briefly reviewing the results of the fourth meeting of the Conference

during v&ich the second phase of the Lecade was launched, ^- said tliat the Conference
had1 to admit that the projects wnich had been considered reasonable when_ the_
second phase progranme had been adopted, were still too ambitious. He thanked
the donors for their contribution and called upon them to be more understanding „
and to increase their assistance.

8 In conclusion, he recalled that the chairman of the fourth meetiiig
had been requested to invite African teleccwnunications experts to participate
in an extraordinary meeting which would consider the feasibility study on the
Reqional African Satellite Oitinunications System. Since that neeting did not
take place, it was up to the fifth m-eting to take a decision on the

project.

9. The Secretary-General of the ITU said in his statement that ^ITU's
World Tteleccmnunications Conference held in Arusha, Tanzania, in May 1985, had
adopted the Arusha Declaration following consideration of the conclusions and
$£sfa&®m&& made by the Independent Conmission for World-wide Teleccmnuni-
cations Development in its report "The Kissing Link". The Declaration urged
developing countries, among other things, to give high priority^ telecomrou'
catior! development and promote horizontal co-operation among themselves. JChe
industrialized countries should support the efforts of the developing countries
through adequate funding and technical assistance. African Governinents^shouL<3
embark upon "studies for a well integrated telecommunications development action

in line with the Declaration. Such action could be integrated in the Decade

programme. '
10 He reiterated ITU's position regarding the development of satellite
communications in Africa and referred to the paper presented to the sixth
conference on Science and Technology in Vienna in 1979 where he stressed the

...need for. a global approach to the major telecomrnunications challenges.

11 He explained the concept of the acronym GDDDOM and emphasized that a
comprehensive study should be undertaken, giving the African countries all
possible options, so as to enable them to make their own decisions with full
knowledge of all the consequences. Such feasibility studies should therefore
be carried out at the national level by multisectoral teams of African
experts, including competent African international organizations, sate of
which were already in existence. He informed the meeting that the feasibi
lity study on the Pvegional African Satellite Comnunications System (RASCQM)
was about to begin and that firm comtdtnents of funding had been given by
UNDP, ITU and UNESCO. Participation by ADB and EEC m the funding of the -

study Was still under consideration.

12. He concluded that the study would provide the African countrieswitii
the opportunity to review all their telecoranunications development problems and
that it was also an opportunity for HU to increase the transfer of know-how
to African organizations and unions dealing with teleccmnunications. He
urged .African countries not to rush over the project.

1?. Regarding "The Missing Link" project, he said that attention should be
^iven/to areas where regional economic organizations were of importance.
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14. The Assistant Secretary-General of the Organization of African Unity in

charge of Economic and Co-operation Development matters conveyed the best wishes

of the Secretary-General of CAU for successful deliberations of the Conference.

15. He referred to the African Priority Prograrme for Economic Eecovery adopted

by the twenty-first ordinary session of the Assembly of Heads of State and

Government of the Organization of African Unity in which they re-confirmed their

earlier' analysis of Africa's economic problems contained in the Lagos Ilah of

Action. , The nessage of the Priority Programme was that the situation of African

economies had become critical and that urgent attention needed to be focussed on.

the most vital areas first, within the next five years, if the multi-sectoral

'approach spelt out in the Lagos Plan of Action was to be realised, Tfo& highest

priority of the Recovery Programme was agriculture and food production and in

order to achieve increased food,production,the transport and comrnunications

sector had a vital catalytic role to play. In\tJiis connectionfthe Assistant'

Secretary-General observed that it would be a good thing if, ;-^ere appropriate
and possible, the projects being executed under tKFACDA could; be adjusted to

reflect the thrust of the Priority Prograntre adopted by the twenty-first

summit of the C&U.

16. The Assistant Secretary-General then dwelt on the question of the Regional

African Satellite Communications System with which the QAU had been closely,

associated. The Inter-Agency' Coordinating Ccranittee on EASCOM (IAOC-R'^SCOM)
had been charged, with the responsibility of integrating all the then several, on

going studies into a single harmonized one by the second meeting of the Conference

of African Ministers of Transport, Ccmmunications and Planning in 1981. The

IAOC-RASCQM's latest report had been submitted to the fifth Intergovernmental

Mseting of Experts which considered it and recctrmended it to ths Ministers for
adoption. , (

17. The Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa expressed
warmest appreciation on his own behalf and on behalf, of all the particxpants to the

Government of Zimbabwe for the hospitality accorded to all delegations since

their arrival in the country.

18. 1986 was an important year for three reasons: first, it was mid--way in
the second phase of' the Decade and because the end was near it was important
to start thjjiking p£ the stocktaking that must follow in ordar to determine

whether the Degade. had been a wort^whije endeavour; secondly, it was the year
ytei the General..Assembly would hold a special,, session on the critical ecc^pmic
situat&ai in Afric^, a session that had been especially requested by the '*.''..
twenty-first ordiiiary Session of the Assembly of Heads of State and Govemneht
of the Organization of African Unity in July 1985. Thirdly, 1986 was the eve of

the beginning of the fourth Programming cycle (1987-1991) of the United Nations
Development Programme.
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19 He then cotnentsd on the ii^ortance accorded to transport and conmmications -
in* the Recovery Programme elaborated by the twenty-first QAU Assembly of Heads of
State and Government. While recognizing agriculture as the core sector, the
Recovery Ecqgranne also gave a special place to the development of feeder and
access roads"for the effici^ent marketing of agricultural produce and the supply
of the rural sector with basic inputs and essential consumer goods.

20. Responding to the preoccupation of the African Heads of State and Government,
the Secretary-General of the United Nations had set up an inter-secretariat
Steering Catmittee under the Chairmanship of the Director-General for Development
and International Economic Co-oparatipn to assist in the preparatory process for the
Special Session of the General Assembly. Following',the ten joint ECR/OMJ field
missions to all African countries, extraordinary sessions of the ECA Conference
of Ministers of fanning and Development and the QAIT Council' of Ministers would be
held at the end of March to take a final look at the African submission to the
Special Session before it'was submitted to New York at the beginning of April.

21. In conclusion he highlighted 'the' issues on the agenda of the Conference,
to wit, the Regional African Satellite Cattnunications System, the report of the
Independent Ccmnission for World-wide Telecommunications Development, the report
of the United Nations Joint -Inspection Unit on the Decade, the evaluation of _
technical consultative'meetings and the report of the Technical Ccnndttee on Air
Transport in Africa. Ihe intergovernmental meeting of experts had spent a week
deliberating these issues and had made appropriate recomTendations for the

decision of the Conference of Ministers.

22 In his opening statement,the Honourable H.S.M. Ushewokunze, minister of
Transport of Zimbabwe, welcomed all delegates and said that the implementation _ of
the prbgranire of "the United Nations Transport and Communications Decade m Africa
was generally considered crucial to the attainment of the objectives of the Lagos
Plax^ of Action and that; transport and cortrnunications were of paramount airportance

to the development of African economies.

23. His country supported the objectives of groupings such as the Southern
■ Africa Development Co-ordination Conference (S&DCC), anfi the T5referential Trade Area
for Eastern and Southern African States (ECA) and was committed to the development
of subregional projects in transport and oomtiunications.' He appealed to the meeting
to support projects which would'help to achieve the objectives of the Lagos Plan
of Action and those that would help to dismantle apartheid in South Africa since
dependence of Southern African countries on the South African transport and
comnunications network posed a threat to the whole of Africa.

24, In conclusion, he outlined Zimbabwe's main priorities in the development of
transport and communications, said that African■countries should give serious
consideration to maintenance projects and not just concentrate on financing new
ones and thanked all those who had so far contributed to UNTACDA's success.
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Election, of. :Q£ficecs- (agenda item 2} " ; ' *""

25. The Conferenoe elected the following Officers:

Chairman • Zimbabwe

First Vice-chairman %■ Algeria

Second Vice-Chairman : Benin

Rapporteur s Rwanda

Adoption of the agenda and organization of work (agenda item 3)

26. The Conference adopted the following agenda:

1. Opening of the Conference
2. Election of Officers

3. Adoption of the agenda and programme of work
4. Consideration of the report of the Meeting of Experts On the following itene;

(a) Report of the ninth meeting of the Inter-Agency Co-ordinating
Camdttee for the United Nations Transport and Oonmunications
Decade in Africa;

(b) Annual progress reports on the implementation of the Decade
for 1984 and 1985;

(c) Matters arising from the General Asseirfcly's considaration of
the report of the Joint Inspection Unit on the Decade?

(d) Progress report on the iirplenentation of resolutions of the ;
fourth Conference of Mrican Ministers of Transport, Ccranunications
and Planning;

(e) Analysis of the Technical Consultative Maetings on the Decade ;

(f) Updating of the phase two UNTACDA prograrrcre;

, (g) ITU report of the Independent International Ccrnmission for
, Warld-wide Telecorrrnunications Development;

(h) Progress report on the feasibility study on the Itegional African
Satellite Connunications System;

(i) Report of the Technical Camdttee on Air Transport established
..... in accordance -vdtii the Mbabane Declaration.

5. Date and venue of the next Conference

6. Any other business

7. Adoption of the report and closure of the meeting
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Consideration of the report of the Intergovernrrental Meetinq of Exoerts
(agenda item 4) * A /_^__.

27. She Chairman of the Intergovernmental Meeting of Experts highlighted'the
issues that the experts had considered and on which they had mad° appropriate
reocranendations to the Conference of Ministers. The issues had been"covered
in the following agenda items:

Report of the ninth meeting of the Inter-Agency Co-ordinating Coimdttee
for the United Nations Transport and Coircnunications Decade in Africa;

on

(c) otters arising from the General Assembly's consideration of the reoort
of the Joint Inspection Unit on the Decade; . . ... r . , . '

(d) Progress report on the implementation of resolutions of the fourth
Conference of African Ministers Of Transport, Communications and Planning;

<e) Analysis of the Technical Consultative Meetings on the Decade;

(f) Updating of the.phase two IJtmCDA prograrme;

(g) ITU report of the Independent International Commission for Vtorld-wide
Telecamunications Development;

(h) Progress report on the feasibility study on the Reaional African
satellite Corrmunications System;

(i) Report of the Technical Cormdttee on TAx Transrxjrt established in
accordance with the M>abane Declaration.

28. The delegation of Algeria raised the question of the Projects on which the
meeting of experts had been unable to reach a consensus, namely, two road and
one railway projects which he maintained were found in Western-Sahara. The
delation of H>rocco countered that the Conference of Ministers was authorized
■ «.~T ?lth pur?^y econ^mic matters and that the delegation of Algeria was
^tSi^S^1 ^^ ^ "^ ^ Oonfer*« ^ ™* oonpetent to

29. After lengthy discussion, the Conference decided to defer consideration
of tne issue and wait for the conclusions of the negotiations between the
Chairman of the Conference and the parties concerned.

30. The'Conference went on to consider the individual agenda items.

^^ Of, -the.nA?fch "meeting of the Inter-Aaencv Co-ordinatinfr Conmittee for
UtnaCDa (agenda item 4(a)) ; — ' :a : =■=-

31. The report of the Intergovernmantal J-feeting of Experts was adopted without
ccnrnont*
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Progress. Reports {1984 and 1985) on the implementation of the Decade

Programme (agenda item 4(b))

32. In accordance with^the.. agreed pro.ceQures_f_QX_th.e ...meeting f all paragraphs

pertaining to the disputed "Tangiers - Lagos1' Highway were deferred for later

consideration. The rest of the items wore adopted with one important amendment

namely, the addition of a fourth problem area not mentioned in paragraph 19 but

which had greatly hampered the implementation of the J)ecad© projects. This

concerned what was termed "the attitude of donors™. The meeting accepted that

a paragraph containing the following contribution be inserted in the Experts'

report in paragraph 26(b)j

"With respect to the implementation of Decade projects, the Conference

that in addition to the problems stated in the 1984 and 1985 progress reports

which impeded the implementation of such projects, it should be noted that the

attitude of some sources of financing did not favour the mobilization of the

resources required. Their attitude was reflected in the application of eligibility

criteria, economic studies (pre-established methods of calcultaing profitability)

and in the conditions for granting loans (level of indebtedness, choice of

priorities, level of development) etc."

33. The delegation of Egypt indicated that progress reports on projects in

Egypt would be submitted to the secretariat before June, 1986.

Matters arising from the General Assembly's consideration of the report of the

Joint Inspection Unit on the Decade (agenda item 4(c).)

34. The report of the Intergovernmental Meeting of Experts and its recommendations

were accepted without comment.

Progress report on the implementation of resolutions of the fourth Conference

of African Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning (agenda item 4(d))

35. During the discussions of this item, ECA was asked to appoint project heads

for the various highways so as to overcome the problems of communication. The

Chairman noted that the proposition had financial implications.

36. The representative of the Pan African Telecommunications Union (PATU) stated

in connection with resolution ECA/UNTACDA/Res.84/41 entitled "-Industrialization

in the field of transport and communications in Africa", that the Union had

organized a seminar/demonstration on the prospects for the development of

telecommunication industries in Africa.

37. The discussions on"resolution ECA/UNTACDA/Res.84/42 relating to the

Tangiers-Lagos highway were postponed until the Chairman of the Conference submitted

his .recommendations following consultations with the member States concerned.

The decision taken following the Chairman's recommendation can be found in

paragraph 58. . ■
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Analysis of the Technical Consultative 2»iBetings on the Decade (agenda item 4 (e))

38. This report was adopted without amendments.

Updating of the Phase two UMiaCDR. Programme b (Agenda item 4 (f))

39. £he report on the updating of the phase two programme was presented in two
parts, one from the Transport Catmittee and the other from the Qxmrunications

Commttee.

40. The discussions on the Transport Committee report, excluding the Tangiers-

Lagos issue, centered on the question of acceptance of new projects into the^

programme. Some delegations pointed out that they had submitted amendments bo>
their transport projects, but these had not been reflected in the list of

modifications (which appeared as an annex to the report).

41. The secretariat undertook to update the annex accordingly as instructed.

The updated list is shown as Annex I. It was the understanding of morfoer States

that they had up to the end of June 1986 to submit new projects with full

justification for the ECA Secretariat to screen them for conformity with the

guidelines established at Cairo and Conakry in 1983 and 1934, respectively.

42. The Executive Secretary of SCA said that he would prefer that the ECA _

Secretariat was not responsible for determining the projects to be admitted.

The meeting then agreed that the Bureau, with the assistance of the secretariat,

should do the screening in consultation with the member States that had

submitted new projects.

43. There was no discussion on the communications sector's updated report.

44. The report from the Carmunications Committee was adopted without
amendments.

I1U report of the Independent International Commission for frtorld-wide ■ :

Telecommunications Developnent 'agenda item 4(g)

45. Uie report of the Intergoverrmental ffeeting of Experts on this item
was unanimously adopted.

apgress Report on the Feasibility Stugy on the Regional African Satellite

Ccnmunications System kg(aTV^ item 4(h)

46. The importance which the Conference attached to this report was adequately

stressed in the opening statements by the outgoing Chairman, the Secretary
General of the ITU, the Assistant Secretary General of the QAU as well as the

Executive Secretary of ECA who all expressed the hope that the IAOC-RBSCQM

would be given further guidelines by the Conference so as to proceed with the

implementation of the study as soon as possible.
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47. A suggestion was mads that the Ministers of Telaccnraunicaticais should be

more closely infonred of the progress of the study since they were the ones

directly in charge of telecoraminicaticns development in their countries.

48. In the subsequent discussions, it was pointed out by various speakers that
the Conference included the Ministers of Oomnunications who should, naturally,

be in charge of telecommunications as well.

49 ■ She meeting agreed that the IflCC-KASCOM should proceed with its programme
for the inrnediate undertaking of the study, and in the event that the stud/ was

completed before 1938, an extraordinary Conference of African. Ministers of
Transport, Ccrrmunications and Planning would be convened in Harare, Ziirfoafcwe,

to consider the report. .-_.,,

Report of the First'meeting of the Technical Committee on Air Transport in.^

Africa (agenda item 4(i) ~

50. The representatives of the African Airlines /Association requested that

any reference to granting by airlines of free tickets to members of theCamiittee
should be deleted. ■■<■<.

51. After the issue had been considered, the Conference decided to maintain

the request to the airlines since they were the major beneficiaries of the

activities of the Corrmittee'.

Date and venue of tiie next meeting (agenda itGin 5)

52. The delegate of Zaire proposed that the 6th meeting of the Conference of
Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning be held in Kinshasa in 1988.

This offer was accepted by the meeting.

Any other business (agenda item 6)

53. The representative of the VTorld Bank told the meeting that a series of
studies on infrastructure, low voluma roads, taxation and transport subsidies,
cost of truck transport, international trade and shortage of manpower would be

initiated within a few months. The Bank would soon be consulting with BCArdAU,
UNDP, ADB and others on the scope of the studies.

54. In order to avoid any rrdsunderstanding, the Secretary-General of the ITU

pointed out that the World Communications Year (WCY) was included in the UOTCDA

programme and that telecamunicatixis represented the major,part of this endeavour,

55. The representative of.PAlU read out to the meeting three resolutions, adopted

by the 3rd session of the Conference of Plenipotentiaries of PRRJ, that had been
held in Arusha at the same time as the fifth Intergovernmental Meeting of Experts

of Transport, Comrounications and Planning.
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The resolutions dealt with the following issues:

(a) A proj cct on the establishment of a tGlecornraunications

satellite institute in Kampala;

<b) The implications for i\£rican teleocmnunications services of
the existence of several different satellite coirciunications

systems;

(c) Development of teleccntnunicationn industries in Africa.

56 Hurkina Faso expressed the hope that EGA secretariat .would tate
consideration the change of name tliat took place on 4 August 1984 - from
Upper Volta to Burkina Faso.

Chairman's, statement on the I^cps-^buakchott-Tan^iers issue

57 The Chairman of the fifth meeting of the Conference of Ministers of r>/
Transport, Comrrunications and Planning had been. instructed to have consultations
with all interested parties concerned with the paragraphs which had been
bracketted during the discussion of the Lagos-Nouakchott-Tangiers highway.

58. After these consultations, the Chairman read the following statement:

"As agreed yesterday, I have had extensive consultations with all
interested parties including Algeria and Itorocco concerned with ^ the
paragraphs which were bracketted in the course of our deliberations.
On the basis of these consultations I have cone to the conclusion

that as our Conference is technical and designed to promote the
physical integration of our continent under UNTACE&, our Conference ,

should avoid controversies and disputes. In the circumstances our

Conference therefore reaffirms that the Lagos-Nouakchott is the

project to be retained among the axes for implementation under

Phase II.

I thank you for your understanding."

59. the proposal contained in the Chairman's statement was adopted by

consensus. :

60. In the light of the above consensus, all paragraphs on which
were deferred during consideration of the report of the Experts should reflect

this concensus.

61. The delegation of Morocco expressed its reservations on the consensus

reached by the meeting and requested that the ECA secretariat should delete

all' projects of Morocco from the Decade programme. ,
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Consideration of draft resolutions

62. There was a total of twelve .draft resolutions suhnitit^d in the Experts'

report to the Conference, -the majority of them' were adopted "without any major

changes except the following: . .. - ■

(*) Res. 86/54: Implementation of the Second Phase Programme;

86/60: Co-ordinated Network of Aircraft maintenance and

overhaul centres in Africas

ges. 86/63: Creation of Centres for Training, Consultancy and
Research in Transportj

86/65: Regional African Satellite Connunicatiohs System.

Adoption of the report, and closure of the meeting (agenda item 7)

63. The Conference of Ministers adopted its report and a number of resolutions
which appear in this report.

64. The meeting was closed by Prof. N.M. Shiamuyarira, Minister of Information,

Posts and Telecommunications of Zimbabwe who highlighted the main results of

the meeting, i.e. the updating of the second phase progranms and the approval

of the Regional African Satellite Communications ■ System (RASCQM). He reminded
the meeting that funds had to be secured not only for investments but also

for the maintenance of existing infrastructure and equipment,

65. The Minister of Zaire, on behalf of all the participants, proposed a
vote of thanks to the Government of Zimbabwe for hosting the meeting and for

the able.manner in which its representatives had conducted both the meeting
of Experts and the meeting of the Conference of Ministers.
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RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE OF AFRICAN MINISTEPS

CF TRANSPORT, CT«MICATIOrS /JO PLANNING

AT HARARE (ZIMBABWE) PROM 3 to 11 MARCH 1986

RESOLCTErCN EGVtlNTACDA/PeS. 36/54

Implementation of the Second Pliase Progranma of the Decade

The Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Cammnications and Planning,

Having considered the annual progress reports on the iinplementation of the
Decade programme for 1984 and 1985,

Bearing in mind that only three years remain for the completion of the
Decade progranme,

Conscious of the need to intensify efforts to accelerate the iirolementation
of the Decade programme.

l' Reiterates the appeal made-i»-its resolution &3^m£m/Bes. 84/39 to ECA
as the lead agency of the Decade to, discharge its responsibilities accordingly
fcy:

(a) continuing to assist African Governments to mobilize resources
. ■■ : needed for the second phase programme;

(b) submitting periodic reports on the results of co-financing meetings
involving the appropriate number of donors for certain regional
projects and for projects in transit corridors;

(c) intensifying efforts to initiate contacts with as many donors
as possible;

<d) co-ordinating the transport and comrnunications progranraes of ■
subregional economic groupings to ensure their complementarity
with those of other groupings;

(e) providing technical backstopping and logistical support to
efforts to promote projects concerning more than one country.

2. Urges member States to:

(a) give regional and subregional intergovernmental organizations
the needed support in order to achieve the established
priorities of the Decade?

(b) pursue with all vigour the financing of their own projects and,
to that effect, ensure that there is provision made for the local
cost component of proj t

(c) furnish BCA and other agencies concerned with the necessary
information on the financing and physical execution of their projects;

(d) actively co-operate with ECA and other organizations in organizing
co-financing maetings for their projects;

(e) support co-operative efforts such as the harmonization of national
legislation and multilateral transport and communications
conventions and treaties?
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(f) support efforts to facilitate the free flow of trade and travel

among countries of the region.

3. Invites once again, the specialized agencies of the United Nations and

African Intergovernmental Organizations to assist, within their respective

areas of competence. Governments with the execution of the regional and

suhregional proj e=ts that have already been identified and, in that connection,

to collaborate with ECA. in collecting information on the financing and progress

of these projects;

4* Appeals to donor countries and financial institutions to make their criteria
for financing Decada projects more flexible and continue and intensify their

support for the Decade programme?

5.' Expresses its appreciation to those donor countries that have ptbvided
bilateral experts to strengthen the UNIACDk Co-ordination Unit for their
moral and material support;

6. Invites other donor countries and financial institutions to explore
ways and means in which they can contribute to the further strengthening of

the-'uhit to enable it to fulfil its mandate;

7. Highly appreciates the continued financial support of the General

Assembly of the United Nations and the United Nations Development Programme
for the activities of the Decade;

8. Requests the United Nations Development Programme, during its fourth

Programming Cycle (1987-1991), to provide resources necessary for the

realization of the development process begun during the Decade;

9# Appeals to the General Assembly of the United Nations to allocate
sufficient resources for organizing the sixth meeting of the Conference of

African Ministers of Transport, Comnunications and Planning in B88?

10• Instructs the Executive Secretary of ECA, in collaboration with the
Secretary-General of the Organization of African Unity, to report to its
next meeting on the inplementation of this resolution.
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RESOLUTION 02V^^ACDA/Res. 86/55

Implications of the Recommendations of the Joint Inspection Unit on UNT/CDA

The Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Orreunicaticns and Planning,

Having considered the report of the Joint Inspection Unit of the

United Nations on the United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in

Africa,

Bearing in mind the recommendations contained in the said report, •

Recalling its resolution ECA/UNTftCDA/Res. 84/44 on the prospects for a

second United Nations Decade on the Development of Transport and Communications

Decade in Africa,

Cognizant of resolution 487 (XIX) of the tenth meeting of the EGA

Conference of Ministers which endorsed the idea that BCA should study the

prospects of a second United Nations Transport and CcmiTunications Decade- in

Africa including an assessment of the first Decade and consultations with

donors,

1. Congratulates the Joint Inspection Unit for its important

contribution to the analysis of the achievements of the Decade

programme;

2. Adopts the following recommendations of the Joint Inspection Unit:

(a) that in order to find a solution to the problem of financing

multi-oountry projects, merrfcer States should consider the

following tvro formulas ;

(i) Utilizing existing intergovernmental organizations in
seeking funds and implementing projects?

(ii) Establishing Committees on which the States concerned would
be represented and which would meet as arid when necessary.

The committees would reflect the individual and collective

will of the States concerned and decide upon all questions

regarding the mobilization of financing and the ii^lementation
of the project (reocranendation 1).

(b) that EC7V should prepare, in consultation with the regional and

subregional organizations and the agencies of the United Nations

system concerned, a draft medium- and long-term plan which clearly

defines its role in research and conceptualization, fund-raising

monitoring, evaluation, etc, and the activities to be undertaken

by the various actors concerned after the end of the Decade and

to submit such a plan to the next Conference of Ministers,
(reoawnendation 3).
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(c) that there should be a period of evaluation and analysis before

a decision is taken on whether or not there will be a second

Decade. In this connection, the period of evaluation should

commence imnediately and ECh secretariat is instructed to

find the means for undertaking consultations during the current

Decade in order to undertake an in-depth evaluation of the Decade,

(d) that EGA, within the framework of a clearly defined mandate,

in consultation with the regional and subregional organizations
and the United Nations agencies concerned,.should3

(i) identify fundamental inter-State projects consistent
with the overall objectives of the Decade and facilitate
negotiations between States for the purpose of executing
the projectsr

(ii) organize fund-raising activities on the basis of a list

of major projects of regional, and particularly sub-

regional; importance of universally recognized priority,

(iii) provide support to the various African subregional

organizations and assist them in co-ordinating their

transport and corrmunications programme, and

(iv) seek a juridical framework for ways and means of

financing and iirplenenting inter-State projects, using

existing intergovernmental organizations or establishing
"co-ordinating committees", so that the requests for financing
presented by individual countries are planned and co-ordinated,
(recrarmsndation 5),

(e) that B2A should prepare, as soon as possible, an. in-aspth
evaluation of the Decade programme in close collaboration with
regional and subregional organizations, the United Nations agencies
concerned and other agencies that have been involved in financing
and implementing Decade projects.

i^iSf^T-^ to take n(--CGssary and urgent measures in order to increase-
the efficiency of its system of information collection for a better
evaluation and follow-up of the Decade Programme;

tv
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. appeals to international and regional financial institutions, and
f P2^Cular ^ Mrican Development Bank, the International Bank
^Reconstryctaon and Development and the United Nations Development
togpnitie, to assist with an in-depth evaluation of the iirpact of
the Decade Prograrme? *^ *

5" ^5-3°2 ^J^10311 Governments to supply the information
required for this exercise;

6. Quests the Executive Secretary to report to its sixth meeting
on the unplementation of this resolution.
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RESOLUTION ECA/UNTACDA/Res.86/56

Implementation of the 1986/1987 Work Programme of the

Transport^ Communications and Tourism Division

The Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Communications
and Planning, __ , __

Recalling General Assembly resolution 32/16C of

15 December 1977, 33/197 of 25 January 1978 and 3V15 of
9 January 1979 on the United Nations Transport and Communications
Decade for Africa,

Considering the priority attached to transport and

communications in the Lagos Plan of Action for the Implementation
of the Monrovia Strategy for the Economic Development of
Africa and the Final Act of Lagoss

Noting the proposals in the 1984-1989 Medium-Term

Plan as approved by the General Assembly regarding the

objectives for the development of transport and communications

networks in Africa at the national and international levels,

Considering that the work programme for the 1986/1987

biennium as derived from the Medium-Term Plan requires
updating, as may be necessary,

Noting with satisfaction the increased outputs of
the 1980/1907 work programme for the implementation of
the second phase of the Decade programme,

1. Requests member States of ECA and intergovernmental
agencies to give appropriate support to ECA in the implementation
of its work programme;

2« Recommends to the Twenty-first session of the Commission
Twelfth meeting of the Conference of Ministers to adopt

the revised 1986/1987 work programme of the Transport,
Communications and Tourism Division.
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EESCHJIICN ECA/OTmcn>A/Reso 86/57

Free Transfer of Airlines Funds

The Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Oattmunications and Planning,

jjajocpiizirig the importance of air transport to Africa and its

contribution to the national Econoraies of African States,

Conscious of the various obstacles Impeding the development of
air transport in Africa,

Aware of the difficult economic situation facing the African
airlines,

Realizing that the problem of lack of funds has a major irnnact

on the economic performance of the African airlines,

Convinced that co-operation in this regard, would iitprove the financial

situation of the African airlines and thus enable them to acquire modern

aircraft and modernize their fleet to be in a more conpetitive position,

Invites the African States to facilitate as much as possible the

transfer of excess funds earned by airlines of other African states in their
territory.
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nVPes - 36 / 53

Ratification of the Convention Establishing the African

Air Tariff Conference

rfhe Conference of African Ministers of Transport^ Comnunications and Planning

Having considered the report on the implementation of resolutions

adopted by its fourth meeting held in Conakry, Guinea, from 7 to 11

February 1964,

Recalling resolution ECV^nsmyEos.79/7 on the establishment of an

African air taTiff-fixing system?

Recallinc OVU Council of Ministers resolution CM/Res*803 on the

convening of a'diplcmatic conference to adopt the Convention establishing an

African Air Tariff Conference,

Noting that the- Convention establishing the Mrican Mr Tariff

Conference adopted at trie Diplomatic Conference held at Addis Ababa in
Deconber 1980 has to date been signed only by 16 States (with four
ratifications) f and that 25 ratifications were rsjuired to. bring it into force

Noting that the measures taken to date to speed up the caning into force
of the convention in line with resolution BCA/anTiO)^ Res. 83/33 have failed

to secure the require:} ni^-or of signatures and ratifications,

Convinced that B^,, Q&D, &FCA.C and J&&A would have to initiate joint
practical actions in order to bring this Convention into force and have it

ratified within tha shortest possible ti

1. Requests 32V, the lead agency for the Decade, to continue to organize

jointly with CPJjV^'GaC ard AFRaa, affective representation to secure the

signature or ratification of the Convention establishing the African Air Tariff

Conference;

2O urges Mrican States that have not yet done .so to sign or ratify the

Convention whose objective is to provide African airlines with the necessary

structure for the negotiation and fixing of air tariffs best suited for the

development of air transport in Africa.
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RESOLUTION ECyUNITACDA/86/59

Implgnentation of the work programme of the technical committee on air

transport in Africa

The Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Communications
and Planning

Considering that the granting of traffic rights? particularly those of

the fifth freedom, on fairly liberal basis, is a factor of African air services

and economic develoanent.

Noting with satisfaction the organization of "the African Conference on

Freedoms of the Air at Mbabane, Swaziland, by the United Nations Economic

Commission for Africa, in co-operation with QAU? AFC&C and AFRAA? ■ . ^....

Noting tnat this Conference adopted the P-toabane Declaration on African
air transport, advocating the setting up of a technical committee on air

transport in Africa, s ... ;

Having noteds on the one hand, the setting up by ECA of the technical

committee, caiprisingp apart from BCA, a\U, AFCSC and AFRAA, one representative

per subregion of African airlines and civil aviation authorities, and the

organization of the first meeting of the technical cormittee on the other s

Having considered the report of the first mfieting of the technical committee

held at Dakar under the auspices of AFCRC,

1- Congratulates the 3CR, QAU, AFCac and SFRfta secretariats and the

technical committee for the work done and encourages than to continue

their efforts towards the development of air services in Africa?

2o Expresses satisfaction at the adoption of the Mbabane Declaiation

on African air transport and the adoption by the technical conrnittea

of a work programme as indicated in its report?

3. Supports the vrork programme of the techid.cal comnittee as establishGd

at its first meeting held, at Dakar from 2 to 5 Deceriber 1985; -
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{a.) ThG Executive Secretary of BCft to incline the work prograntne

of the technical corrndttee in the activities of ECA.? and to seek

the funds necessary for carrying out the activities of the

technical ccrrmittae,D

(h) African airlines to provide free air tickets to the members

■ of-tfee-tecbnical committee v*ienever-they have to travel in

connection with activities of the conrnittee.
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RESOLUTION B^AJNTRCDA/IteSo 86/60

Co-ordinated Netarork of Aircraft Maintenance and Overhaul Centres in Africa

Tfoe Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Corrtrtunications and Planning,

Ifoting tliat the feasibility study on the establishment of a co-ordinated

network of aircraft roaintenance and overhaul centres in Africa has been

conpleted,

Expressing satisfaction at the joint efforts of ADB? AFCAC, and BCft in

securing finance for the study,

Conscious of the need to convene subregionai meetings under the auspices

of ADB and the financing institutions with the participation of QADP flPCRC,

AFRAA and BCA to follow up the implementation of the conclusions of the said

study,

1D Supports the convening of such subregionai meetings on the implementation

of the conclusion of the study?

2o Bequests the &DB and other donor countries and international financing

institutions to assist in securing financing for the organisation of the

planned meetings?

3O Calls upon member States and their national airlines to participate
actively in the work, aimed at studying the possibility of establishing

a co-ordinated network of aircraft maintenance and overhaul centres in

Africa«,

**' Invites member States to harmonize their policies on technical regulations

in order to facilitate the implementation of their co-operation programme,
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RESOLUTION ECVUNTACDA/Reso 86/61

Implementation of the United Nations Convention on the Carriage of Goods by

Sea and the United Nations Convention on International Multimodal

Transport of Goods

The Conference of African I-linisters of Transport, Corenunications and Planning-

ttoting? that the existing rules governing ocean transport (known as the

Hague Rules and Hague-Visby Rules) were drafted on practice used in the

19th century and no longer give a balanced sharing of risks,

Considering that carrier's liability under various other international

conventions and national laws relating to carriage of goods by airP road

and rail have a stricter regime of responsibility and a higher level of

liability.

Mindful of the changes in transportation technology today where liner

operators are providing dcor-to-door integrated services with highly

sophisticated means of transport and camnunicatxon such as «third generation^

containerships, double-stack container trains and connected ship and cargo-

control systems en the basis of satellites and computers, and that this

technological progress lias made traditional practices unfit for modern

transportationP

Recognizing that in all countries- developed as well as developingf the

transport industry is made up of suppliers and users of transport and that in

all African countries the number of transport users and their importance to

the national economy far outweighs the number and importance of the transport

suppliers,

Recalling that the United Nations Convention on the Transport of Goods

by Sea (the Hamburg Rules) ani the United Nations Convention on International

Multimodal Transport of Goods (the Multimodal Transport Convention) were

both adopted by consensus after the active participation by developing

countries in the negotiation of jjoth conventions, to protect shippers and
consignees much better than the existing rules,,

Further recalling the importance of international multimodal transport

for the development of countries in Africa as contianed in the United

Nations Transport and Cownunications Decade for Africa (E/CN. 14/726, E/CN.14/

TRANS.147) as well as Resolution 16 (XXXVI) of the OAU Council of Ministers

which appealed to all member States to sign and/or ratify the ;

Transport Convention as soon as possible?
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!• Recornnands that all African countries which have not done so? beccrae
contracting parties to the United Nations Convention on the Carriage

of Goods by Sea and the United Nations Convention ;on International t
Multijnodal Transport of GoodsTat "the;" earliest ipbsslble date,

2* Bequests the Exsecutxve Secretary of the Economic Coranission for Africa
to proviae support to the African countries "in the itt^la^entation of

these conventions; ,..,,. ;, , ., ,, ,.- ...

3O CflXls on UNCTiffl^ African Intergovernmental Organizations and UMDP to
provide support to the Economic Corrmission for Africa and the l^
countries in becoming contracting parties to these conventions
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RESOLUTION ECVUl^fCACDA/Res. 86/62

Harmonization of measures" for the full participation of African countries in

ffentme TransFort

The Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Ccmnunications and Flanning,

Mindful of the important role which maritime transport plays in the
economic and social development of African countries as well as in their external
trade,

Conscious of the different measures now being taken by African countries
to ensure their full participation in international shipping,

Recognizing the urgent need to reduce the cost of transport and to ■

harmonize and accelerate actions, in particular in maritime legislation,

Recalling the iirportance of the actions already being taken by
BD and certain donor Governments in collaboration with MINOONMRR to
accelerate this process.

^ UP011 the Executive Secretary of the ECA, International Organizations,
donors and the relevant Intergovernmental African Organizations,

(i) to co-ordinate their efforts towards the achievements of the
goals on maritime transport set out in the Decade Prograrrme as
well as those in the third United Nations Development Strategy.

(ii) to assist African Governments with the modernization and
harmonization on Maritime legislation.
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RESOLUTE^ EQVUNTACDA/Res. 36/63

Creation of Centres for TrainingrConsultancy and Research in 'Transport

The Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Conrnunications and Planning,

Recalling ^ Its, -recornnandation on- the establishment of regional trainihg
programmes and institutions with special emphasis on training on management
and maintenance, .:

1- KotS3 with favour the decision by the Eastern and Southern Africa
Management Institute (ESAMI), Arusha, United Republic of Tanzania

establish a. Transport Management Studies Centre as a quasi-independent
unit within ESAMI;

2- Congratulates the Board of Governors of ESAMI on this important
initiative?

3' Recanmends that ECA and Governments of member States should support
the planned training, consultancy and research activities of this centre.;

4. Expresses the hope that international financing institutions and
donor agencies interested in assisting in the iitprovement of management
skills required for the better formulation of transport policy and plans as
well as the more efficient operation of transport services in the African
region will assist the new Centre through financial"and other supcort;

5- Ffeq^ste the Executive Secretary of ECTi to explore with EC& rrember
States and ^rccrc,-. .--x:-T^.vcal ?.gon':.v?«3 the early establishment of similar
institutions which will serve the interests of other subregians of Africa.
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RESOLUTION EGV^mACDA/Res. 86/64

Telecomnunications for Socio-Economic Development

The Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Conmunications and Planning,

Considering the important role of telecommunications in the socio-

economic and cultural d£V?."orrnent of all countries,

Recognizing that teleconmunications are an even more vital component

in the development process of developing societies, that in virtually all

African countries there is a serious iirfoalance between urban and rural areas,

and that the telecomraunication sector does not at present figure highly in

the list of priorities for planning and investment for ntationalytegional

development in Africa,

Recalling the United Nations General Assembly Resolution Number 37/160

of 19 December 1978 declaring the Transport and Ccrmunications Decade in

Africa - 1978-1988, and the United ISIations General. Assembly Resolution 36/40

proclaiming 1983 to be World Oxrnunications year,

Recalling further the Lagos Plan of Action for the Economic Development

of Africa,

Recalling also Resolution 20 of the ITU Plenipotentiary Conference,

Nairobi 1982, on the Establishment of the International Independent Commission

for World-^wide Teleccrrounications Development,

Having considered the ITU report on the Independent International

Ccnmission for World-wide Telecommunications Development {Doc. E/ECA/TCD/39),

gating that the £fc>rld Telecafmunications Development Conference, Arusha,

Ma.y 198 5 gave detailed consideration to the Missing link Report,

Noting also that the Arusha Declaration on Vforld-wide Teleoomrrunications

Development, unanimously adopted by that Conference, endorsed the general

thrust of the conclusions and recanmendations errbodied in the Missing Link

Report and the over-riding objective set out therein.

■*-• Wslocmes the conclusions and recommendations of the Independent

commission and expresses its profound appreciation of the

work accomplished by it;
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2. Ocmnsncls the Seoxetary-G&ieral of the I1U for the world-wide

dissemination of the Missing Link Report?

3. Calls on Governments of member countries of the BCA to accord a

sufficiently high priority for investment in the telecommunications

sector in their respective national development plans; i; ; ,,,.,..

4. Resolves that the member countries of the EGA. should embark on a

concerted programme of action for the implementation of-the

wide-ranging recommendations of the Independent Commission, in

close co-operation with the GAU, BCA/ UNDP, ITO, PATU, ADBand

the'other relevant regional and international agencies, so as :
to fulfil the over-riding objactive set?

5. Resolve further to invite the PANKETEEL Co-ordination Comnittee

to convene the Conference of African Telecommunications Administra

tions to follow up, inter-alia, on the work of the World Telecommuni

cations Development Conference and adapt its recommendations to meet
the priority needs of the roqion.
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- ■ ■ RESOLUTION ECA/UNTACDA/Reso86/65

Regional African Satellite Communications System

The Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Communic
ations and Planning '■ * ' :

Having considered the report of the Inter-Agency
Co-ordinating Committee on the Regional African Satellite
Communications System (Document E/ECA/TCD/3-5 of February

: 1986) t ■ \ ■■'■''

■ ' Recalling its resolution ECA/UNTACDA/Res383/26 on'
a Regional African Satellite Communications System (Cairo,
March 1983)s ' : .

Takes note with satisfaction of the approval by
all concerned of the Terms of Reference for the study of
a comprehensive and integrated telecommunications- network
which takes due account of the need for providing satisfac
tory servicey particularly to the rural areas where the

great majority of the African population resides and where
the development efforts of nations are aimed;

2. Endorses the report of the Inter-Agency Co-ordinating
Committee (IACC-RASCOM) and approves the proposed organiz
ations structure for the execution of the study;

3. Reconfirms the mandate of the IACC and urges it
to undertake the study without further delay bearing in
mind the important objective of the study, namely, the
maximum utilization of competent African expertise and
the creation of conditions for the transfer of know-how
to individual countries and their regional organizations;

4. Approves the IACC strategy on the mobilization of
resources and welcomes the offer of assistance of ADB,
UNDP, ITU and UNESCO for financing the feasibility study
and charges the (IACC-RASCOM) to negotiate with the other
interested parties who are willing to provide untied and
flexible assistance for the conduct of the study;

5- Decides to invite the UNDP to be a member of the
IACC-RASCOM;

6. Reiterates that the study should consider all tech-
nologies (terrestrial as well as spatial), should be compre
hensive, neutral and independent, and that all possible
options together with an analysis of their economic, tech
nical and organizational and managerial implications, should
be presented;
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7- Invites interested African Governments to request

for a loan from the African Development Fund Technical

Assistance Account under the conditions specified in the

IACORASCOM report and for the benefit of Africa as a whole;

^' Calls on member countries to continue to give high
priority to the study project and to maintain the harmoniz

ation of their-activities to carry out a single integrated

study with a view to achieving a comprehensive and viable

telecommunication network to help realize the goals and

objectives of the African Economic Community in accordance

with the Lagos Plan of Action

9. Requests the IACC-RASCOM to submit all progress

and technical reports to the reports to the Interim Executive

Committee (IEC)9 which is composed of senior telecommun

ications experts appointed by ministers responsible for

telecommunications. The IEC will consider the reports

and submit its recommendations to the Conference of African

Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning for

appropriate decision;

10, Calls upon the Executive Secretary of the-Economic

Commission for Africa and the Secretary General of the

Organization of African Unity to inform respectively the

Conference of Ministers of ECA and the Council of Ministers

of OAU on the progress of the implementation of this project.
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RESOLUTION ECA/UNTACDA/86/66

Analysis of new projects submitted for inclusion In the

second phase of the Decade programme by the bureau of the

5th meeting or the Conference of African Ministers ot Trans
port , Communications and Planning ~~ "

The Conference of African Ministers of Transport sCommunic'^: ~
atlons and Planning,

Recalling its resolution ECA/UNTACDA/Res.83/2^"aaopted
at its third meeting in Cairo in March 1983,

Considering that the programme of the Decade requires
regular adjustments during the period of its Implementation,

Having considered the annual progress reports on
the implementation of the Decade programme for 1984 &hd
1985.

Decides that the bureau of the 5th meeting of the
Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Communications
and Planning, assisted by ECA secretariat, be empowered
to analyse new projects that member States would submit
for inclusion in the second phase of the Decade, bearing
in mind the criteria laid down by the above-mentioned Cairo
resolution.
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VOTE QF

The Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Comnunications and ' <

Planning

Considering the warm welcome and special attention accorded to its

participants by the Government and people of Ziiribafcwe,

Convinced of the importance which the Government of Zimbabwe, in hosting

the Conference, attaches to transport and ocRinunications as; unifying elements

of Intra-Afrxcan co-operation, ."'<;■;■.•■

1. Highly appreciates the typically African hospitality and material
facilities that have been extended to the Conference; <

2. Welcomes the results obtained during the fifth meeting of the

Conference;

3. Conveys to the Government and people of Zimbabwe the warm feelings
of gratitude and admiration for the valuable contribution of Zimbabwe to the ideal

of African co-operation and unity; ■

4. Requests the Chairman of the Conference and the Executive Secretary

of the Economic Commission for Africa to transmit this resolution to the Government

of Zimbabwe.
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1 Annex

List of corrections of projects contained in UNTACDA documents which have

been communicated to the Secretariat by member States.

Cost changes

Country Project No,

in $ Million

Old Cost New Cost

Kenya

Mali

ROP-22-002

ROP-22-007

ROP-22-009

ROP

ROP

ROP

ROP

ROP

ROP

ROP

ROP

ROP'

ROP-

ROP-

RAP-

RAP-

RAP-

AIP-

-28-001

-28-002

-28-003

-28-004

-28-005

-28-006

-28-007

-28-008

-28-009

-28-010

-28-011

-28-002

■28-003

■28-004

■28-001

2,

-1.

0,

17,

0.

1.

30.

2.

1.

0.

2.

1.

1.

1.

5.

3.

1.

2.

.80

.50

,50

,00

35

00

00

00

00

50

60

00

20

50

00

33

17

20

85.00 {Construction)

20.25 (Construction)

20.25 (Construction)

9.89

9.50 (Construction)

0.90

26.45

0.44

4.50

0.34

1.00

0.75

0.90

0.61

12.00

21.75

2.88

4.24



Country Project No,

In $ Million

Old Cost New Cost

Rwanda

Senegal

Somalia

Sudan

Zambia

ROP-35-001

ROP-35-002

ROP-35-004

ROP-35-005

ROP-35-006

MMP-35-001

ROP-37-003

RAP-37-001

ROP-40-001

ROP-40-002

RAP-41-001

RAP-41-002

RAP-41-003

RAP-41-004

RAP-41-006

RAP-41-008

AIP-49-001

AIP-49-002

AIP-49-003

AIP-49-0CK

61.00

0.75

0.40

0.65

3.50

1.05

2.70

25.00

2.00

2.00

35.00

63.00

42.00

60.00

70.00

60.00

15.48

13.60

0.36

0.64

27.00

40.00

42.00

14.30

2.63

8.30

3.00

61.70

125.00

75.00

45.00

90.00

55.00

80.00

80.00

85.00

9.00

0.20

0.45

0.45

(Construction)

(Construction)

(Construction)

(Construction)

(Construction)

(Study only)




